PART 2

Situation: A school friend of yours has a problem and needs some help. Observe the pictures and talk together about the different ways you can give advice to your friend and say what would be best for him / her.

Useful expressions

If you did…, you’d feel…; Why don’t you…?; You should / could speak with…; If I were you, I…; I’m afraid that…; I believe that…; You’d better…; If you think…; You really must…; You shouldn’t…; Have you tried …?; It’s generally best / a good idea to…; In my experience, … works really well; I (would) (strongly) suggest / advise that…; It’s important / crucial that you…
PART 2
Situation: A school friend of yours is going to live in another country. Observe the pictures and talk together about the different things the class could buy him/her as a farewell present and decide which one would be the best.

Making suggestions
- How about…?
- What do you think of…?
- Why don’t we…?
- Perhaps we should…?
- So shall we..., then?

Agreeing with suggestions
- Right.
- Yes, that’s true.
- I think so, too.
- Yes, I (completely) agree with you.
- That’s a (very) good idea.

Disagreeing politely with suggestions
- I think I’d rather…
- I’m not so keen on…
- You may be right, but…
- I’m not really sure about that.
- I think it might be better to…
PART 3
Situation: Observe the picture and describe who you see, what they are doing, what they are wearing, where they are, and speculate on the reason why they are there, how they might be feeling, etc.

Useful expressions
The photograph shows...; they are wearing...; the weather is...; they are in...; there's something that looks like a...; I imagine / suppose they're the sort of people who...; this picture focuses on...